
:C.-S.-S.-C.-P-.S.-G. 
FOR THE CORRECT- SENTENCE- STRUCTURE- 

COMMUNICATION-PARSE- SYNTAX- GRAMMER. 

MODULE 2  
SECTION 1 

BREAKING DOWN BILLS  

"I HAVE A DREAM THAT ALL PEOPLE WILL UNDERSTAND PROPER LANGUAGE SYNTAX  
AND WILL SPEAK CORRECTNESS TO POWER SO THAT POWER UNDERSTANDS WHAT IS 

ACTUALLY MATHEMATICALLY CORRECT INSTEAD OF CONTINUING TO PERPETUATE FRAUD!"  
:DAVID-WYNN: MILLER.  

 
 

“NO ONE EVER WENT TO WAR OVER A MATH PROBLEM” :DAVID-WYNN:MILLER.   
 



Offers To Contract 
Every letter/ bill/statement or communication coming through your letter box is an offer to contract.  
As we found out last week verbal contracts do not stand as there is no way to confirm evidence of what was said or 
agreed to unless written as proof.  
  
Hand delivered offers do not go through proper channels and therefore should not be entered into you do not have to 
agree with anything .The person standing at your door is in effect trying to rape you of your assests and steal your 
property through intimidation, bullying and fear.  This is a backhanded way of operating .  
However they are still offers to contract you do not have to agree or can set your own terms if you choose.  
It is an offer only. 
 
According to the UPU (Universal Postal Union which governs ALL communication on the planet), whenever a 
presentment of ANY kind arrives in your mailbox, it is considered an OFFER. By NOT responding to any offer that arrives 
in your mailbox, you are automatically agreeing that you owe the debt. To agree by not responding to an offer is called 
“tacit agreement” or tacit consent. Tacit  anything  is something you should NEVER do. Do not ignore your mail.  
 
Contracts. 
A contract is a legally enforceable agreement between two or more parties that creates, defines, and governs mutual 
rights and obligations between them.  
Both parties must authorise their commitment to the contract. (sign it in legal) 
If it does not contain both parties authorisation is it not a contract it is fraudulent and misleading statements.  
 
When you get bills through the mail for tax for example .  
Who is the other party that you are in contract with and where is there authorisation?  
Has anyone signed / authorised the paper work ? 
Did you authorise that agreement ?  
or are you just going along with it un- knowingly?  
 



Presentments 
Bills/invoices/monthly statements are all also called “presentments”.  
It is vital that you have the bill/debt claimant send you the presentment by mail. 
  
Why? Per Federal guidelines, it is unlawful to use the mail system to send documents that use fraudulent, fictitious, or deceptive 
language. Most debtors do not know this but, 99.999% of presentments in the United States do not use English.  
Instead, what debt collectors do, is make you ASSUME the letter is written in English.  
However, if you simply write back and ask what language they are using, you will find that they will not respond and tell you.  
 
As a result of their NOT being clear, up-front, and 100% transparent about what language they are using, they can be prosecuted 
by law for mailing documents that have fraudulent, fictitious, and deceptive language.   
Federal code: 18 U.S. Code § 1001 - Statements or entries https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/1001  
 
Asking for money through the mail is racketeering which comes under title 18 1961.  which carries a 30 year prison sentence and 
1 million dollar fine.  
Because it comes through the mail with in- correct language it can also come under Mail fraud title 18. 1341. which also carries a  
30 year prison sentence and 1 million dollar fine.  
 
So, it is vital that you ALWAYS write to the debt claimants and demand that they mail your presentment to you.  
Because by demanding the presentment by mail, the bill/ debt claimant  automatically falls under Federal law jurisdiction, which 
ALWAYS works in your favour when it comes to debt collections.  
 
This is why we do not accept  hand delivered mail or offers of contract you have no way of rebutting or calling out the fraud and 
this why bailiffs for example use this way of getting you into contracts.  
This is law regardless of country as it comes under UPU . Universal Postal Union.  
 
Note on the word Pre-sent-ment  
It is not a word we would use in quantum as  it’s meaning puts it out of now time in the same way we would not use present.  
Pre- sent . Sent -Before.  Before when?  
PRE – before  Sent –   past tense of to send   Ment- mental/ thought 
Sent Before Thought . Before thought?  Surely you need to think first.  

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/1001


So what is a bill ?  
Bill is a word that can have or be presumed to have many meanings.  
Apart from being used as a first name the other meaning of Bill can be.  
 1)A printed or written statement of the money owed for goods or services. 
2)A draft of a proposed law presented to parliament for discussion. 
3)A programme of entertainment at a theatre or cinema. 
4)A banknote. 
5) A poster or handbill.( oxford online dictionary).  
 
We presume that a bill sent through the mail is one of these but in reality just having the word written 
gives no clue to which use of the word Bill is being meant.  
 
For example if you are told you need to pay your xyz bill which one of the word uses are they referring to 
without a dictionary of terms how would you know.  
 
One of the first things to ask any one asking you to pay a bill or debt is  
Can you tell me what language are you using, please? What dictionary are you using, please? What 
system of grammar are you using, please? Please provide a legend so I can comprehend the symbols, etc. 
on your communication/ presentment.  
 
This is often an overlooked way of dealing with offers because we make presumptions and assumptions 
called ‘common sense’  rationale or logical as ways of ex-plaining away something that is presumed 
obvious, but without asking how do we actually KNOW? 
 
In quantum nothing is presumed/ assumed and all terms used are defined by the dictionary we are using.  
 
 



Rebutting Bills & Debts  Break Down.  
This is a statement of account not a Bill or 
Invoice.  
1) No Flag (piracy or privateer) 
2) Anything in a box can’t  be considered 
3) Anything written in red removes it 

from the page.  
4) No Authorisation /signature  
5) No language, no terms or dictionary, 

no legend given. 
6) Double spacing, there should be only 

one space between words.  
7) Brackets enclose or hide things from 

the page.   
So what does the letter actually say.  
It is left pretty much blank we assume / 
presume all the rest.  
This is how the tricks of legalese work 
you presume the meaning of a word and 
see things that are not there because the 
continuance has changed.  
 
Without this knowledge you are 
deliberately being disabled.  



As you can see what is 
left in the page without 
the boxes etc is pretty 
much a blank page.  
It says nothing.  



A privateer is a private person or ship that engages in maritime warfare under a commission of war.  
Since robbery under arms was a common aspect of seaborne trade, until the early 19th century all merchant 
ships carried arms.  
A sovereign or delegated authority issued commissions, also referred to as a letter of marque, during wartime. 
The commission empowered the holder to carry on all forms of hostility permissible at sea by the usages of war.  
This included attacking foreign vessels and taking them as prizes, and taking prize crews as prisoners for 
exchange.  
Captured ships were subject to condemnation and sale under prize law, with the proceeds divided by percentage 
between the privateer's sponsors, ship owners, captains and crew.  
A percentage share usually went to the issuer of the commission (i.e. the sovereign). 
 
Privateering allowed sovereigns to raise revenue for war by mobilizing privately owned armed ships and sailors to 
supplement state power.  
For participants, privateering provided the potential for a greater income and profit than obtainable as a 
merchant seafarer or fisher.  
However, this incentive increased the risk of privateers turning to piracy when war ended. 
Privateers and pirates rose no flag.  
So in equal terms if a contract is under no flag it is considered to be piracy/ privateering . 
  
Question : Are we at war?   
Are companies ( a military word) privateers or pirates?  
We will go more into maritime ,  contracts ,vessels and the law of the flag in other modules.  

Break Down   
a note on No flag = Piracy / Privateer 



To the Occupier/ Legal Occupier 
When we get letters or bills labelled To the Occupier  

What do they mean?  

Occupier definition 

• a person or company residing in or using a property as its owner or tenant, 
or (illegally) as a squatter.  
(You are not the owner even if you have bought your property)  

• a member of a group that takes possession of a country by force.  
Online oxford dictionary 

 

They are highlighting the fact that they consider you either a guardian 
custodian or squatter of the property or an alien invader occupying territory.  

 

You own nothing that is registered   

All registrations = keeper or custodian –ship/ guardian-ship contracts. 

Land registry, company registry, car registry, birth registry, school registry, etc .  



Person & the Straw man 
In law, a human person is called a natural person (sometimes also a physical person), and a non-human 
person is called a juridical person (sometimes also a juridic, juristic, artificial, legal, or fictitious person, Latin: 
persona ficta). 
 
Juridical persons are entities such as corporations, firms (in some jurisdictions), and many government 
agencies. They are treated in law as if they were persons. 
 
While natural persons acquire legal personality "naturally", simply by being born (or before that, in some 
jurisdictions). 
 
juridical persons must have legal personality conferred on them by some "unnatural", legal process, and it is 
for this reason that they are sometimes called "artificial" persons. In the most common case (incorporating a 
business). 
 legal personality is usually acquired by registration with a government agency set up for the purpose.  
 
The United Nations Sustainable Development Goal 16.9 advocates for the provision of legal identity for all, 
including birth registration by 2030 as part of the 2030 Agenda. 
 
As legal personality is a prerequisite to legal capacity (the ability of any legal person to amend – i.e. enter 
into, transfer, etc. – rights and obligations), it is a prerequisite for an international organization to be able to 
sign international treaties in its own name. 
For those wanting a copy of Agenda 2030 let me know.  
 
Meet your Straw man  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ME7K6P7hlko 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ME7K6P7hlko
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FOR THE CORRECT- SENTENCE- STRUCTURE- COMMUNICATION-PARSE- SYNTAX- GRAMMER. 

Break down of the phrase.  
For the –  prepositional phrase. a group of words consisting of a [pre]position, its object, and 
any words that modify the object.  
Correct – in accordance with the Facts. 
Sentence – a set of words that is complete in itself expressing a single thought. 
Structure-  arrangement of and relations between the parts of something complex 
Communication-  exchange of knowing through common terms 
Parse – to divide (a sentence) into grammatical parts and identify the parts and their 
relations to each other 
Syntax -the way in which words are put together to form phrases and sentences.  
Grammer – rules of a language governing the sounds, words, sentences, and other elements, 
as well as their combination and interpretation. 
 
 
This is what we are learning to do.  
Stop and correcting grammar fraud because of one of the above being in correct, either in 
the wrong position, not being factual, not expressing a single thought,  or in Now time thus 
not giving correct knowledge.  
 



:C.-S.-S.-C.-P-.S.-G. 
As you have seen from the book Word Magic, words may have very different meanings than the ones we assume or 
presume them to have depending on the definition used or the meaning scribed.  
  
The beauty of :C.-S.-S.-C.-P-.S.-G. is that it turns language into a math problem. It is simple it is clear and no one can add to 
or colour the meaning of the language, everything is defined in correct order and function within any sentence writ.  
 
So what is a word?  
Definition :a word is a single distinct meaningful element of speech or writing, used to form a sentence and typically shown 
with a space on either side when written or printed. Oxford online dictionary.  
 
If we look at words Multi-dimensionally sound creates geometry and each letter has a meaning when co-joined with 
another to form a pattern of not only speech but also in geometry .. The letters we use create a sound pattern in geometric 
or writ form. Language is therefore fundamentally mathematical.  
 
What is a Sentence ?  
Definition: a group of words, usually containing a verb, that expresses a thought in the form of a statement, question, 
instruction, or exclamation and starts with a capital letter when written. Cambridge online dictionary 
 
A sentence therefore expresses or should express a single thought.  
 
Definition2: 
a punishment given by a judge in court to a person or organization after they have been found guilty of doing something 
wrong. 
Showing the relation between court and sentencing. 
  
In quantum each sentence is a court , your proof of knowledge that you claim authority over.   
If your paper work is correct just like a math problem no-one can argue against it as it is a fact.  
See Word magic pages 20-22.  
 
 



Common Grammar: Syntax 
Noun : person, place or thing. Cat, house . (Object FACT) 

Adjective: modifies nouns. Red, big. (Opinion, not fact) 

Pro-noun: She, He, It.  

Verb : action. Live, Is, Swim. 

Adverb: modify verbs. Quick(ly), slow(ly)tend to end in ly. (Opinion, not fact) 

Article : They, an, the, this. 

Conjunction: And or 

Ad-position: preposition or post position before or after the object. From, to 
direction towards something.  

Prepositional phrase in English : For the, from the , to the, by the.  

Video as an overview.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n9168PgGHBc 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n9168PgGHBc


Syntax Rules  :C.-S.-S.-C.-P-.S.-G. 
0 = CONJUNCTION: AND/OR, NEUTRAL-VALUE, NO-MODIFICATION. 
1 = ADVERB = NO-CONTRACT, MODIFIER=CHANGE=MOTION=ACTION=FICTION = 1>1>1, 1>2, 
1>3>4, 42, 43><42-DPV=DANGLING-PARTICIPAL-VERB. “NO” = POSITION-MODIFICATION-
AUTHORITY. = PERJURY 
2 = VERB = FOR AN ACTION OF THE THINKING (IS-SINGULAR, ARE-PLURAL) 
3 = ADJECTIVE = NO-CONTRACT-COLOR OF THE FICTION-OPINION = 1>3>4, 1>3>3>3>4, 3>4, 
3<>4. WHEN THE TWO-FACTS ARE WITH THE COMING- TOGETHER, THEN THE 1st-FACT-
MODIFIES WITH THE 2nd-FACT INTO THE (NO-FACT=PRONOUN) BY THE 1st-COLOR OF THE 
OPINION-PREJUDICE. 
4 = PRONOUN = 4, 1>3>4, 3>4, 4<1, FOR THE VOID BY THE PRO=NO, NO=NO, UN=NO. FOR 
NO CONTRACT OF THE TERMS OR OWNERSHIP ARE WITH THE VOID-CLAIM OF THE (OBJECT-
FACT = NO-CONTRACT-FACT). 
5 = [PRE]POSITION = CORRECTION: POSITIONAL=TERMS/RULES = 5>6>7. FOR, OF, WITH, BY, 
THROUGH, IN, [OUT] 
6 = [AR]TICLE = LODIAL, AILING, CORRUPTION FROM THE BEGINNING. :CORRECTION = 
LODIO, OWNER, ORIGINAL-JURISDICTION. 5>6>7. A, AN, THE, THIS, THESE, THOSE, HIS, HER, 
MY, OUR. FOR THE VOID OF THE ALL, ANY, OTHER, 
7 = NOUN =NO-NO=VOID, 5>6>7. :CORRECTION = KNOWN-(WITH A LINE OVER THE “OW”)= 
FACT, OWN, KNOW, KNOWN, IN THE NOW-TIME. 
8 = PAST-TIME = :FROM, ED, HAS, VOID-TIME-CONTINUANCE. 
9 = FUTURE-TIME = :TO, PRA, PRE, PRI, PRO, PRU, ETC.,= VOID-TIME-HAS NO-JURISDICTION, 
OPINION, GUESS, TRIAL, EXPERIMENT, VOID OF CONCLUSIONS OR FACTS.  
:David-Wynne:Miller on Syntax. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZnTKLltgtdU 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZnTKLltgtdU


Pre-positional phrases 
In common English grammar a prepositional phrase is groups of words made up of a 
preposition (such as to, with, or across), its object (a noun or pronoun), and any of the object’s 
modifiers (an article and/or an adjective). It is only a portion of a sentence and cannot stand on 
its own as a complete thought. 
 
Prepositional phrases in Quantum Grammar consist of a [pre]position, its object (FACT), and 
any words that modify the object (article). 
  
We do not use adjectives or adverbs because they modify or colour the language and thus the 
meaning of the word.  
But we can show where these language modifications can cause mis-understanding and 
therefore fraudulent conveyance of the language.  
 
Adverbs and adjectives are opinions.  
The Red pen for example could range from cerise to burgundy but still be called red , therefore 
red is an opinion.   
Big is an opinion Big in who’s opinion? A human may look big from an ant’s position but small 
from an elephants.  
 
Modifiers colour the language with opinion and are therefore not facts.   
In quantum we stick to the facts.   



:Correct-Sentence-Structure 

1) For the cause: Knowledge 

2)Of the consequence: Facts 

3)Is (single) Are (plural)  = verb thinking 

4) With the Possessive :Claim +/- 

5)Of the Contract-Terms 

6)With the  Rules, Laws, Codes Duties 

7) By an Authority. 

 

The article is the same. The. Apart from an. You could use 
The in this case also. By the author :Karleen:Tammik.  



Forwards and Backwards the same 

Quantum is as I have said written forwards and 
backwards the same just like a math equation each 
word is expressed in it’s opposite on the other side 
of the = sign.  

2x3=6  6÷3=2 

For the bridge goes over the river = For the river 
goes under the bridge.  

The statement are the opposite of each other but 
have the same meaning.  


